We consider reactive in nite-state systems speci ed by logic programs. Using set-based program analysis, we infer conservative approximations of temporal logic (CTL) properties of the systems. Our approach is based on a characterization of such properties through least and greatest models of logic programs with oracles. We apply the analysis of Heintze and Ja ar to approximate least models with de nite set constraints. For greatest models, we design a new analysis. We introduce co-de nite set constraints (which, when satis able, have a greatest solution) and present an algorithm for solving them. We establish the DEXPTIME-completeness of the satis ability problem. A direct application is to the static prediction of errors (inevitability of failure or deadlock) in concurrent constraint programs.
Introduction
Set-based analysis and set constraints by now form an established research topic (see, e.g., 1, 28, 2, 4, 8, 26, 27, 31, 35, 3, 7, 12, 14, 25, 32, 34] ), which combines theoretical investigations ranging from expressiveness and decidability to program semantics and domain theory, with direct practical applications to type inference, optimization and veri cation of imperative, functional, logic and|as we will see in this paper|also reactive programs.
In set-based program analysis, the problem of reasoning about runtime properties of programs is transferred to the problem of solving set constraints. The design of a system addressing a particular program analysis problem (for a particular class of programs)
Max-Planck-Institut f ur Informatik, Im Stadtwald, D-66123 Saarbr ucken, fwitold;podelskig@mpi-sb.mpg.de y Programming System Lab, Universit at des Saarlandes, D-66041 Saarbr ucken, mmueller@ps.uni-sb.de involves two steps: (1) de ne a mapping P 7 ! ' P from programs to set constraints and show the soundness of the abstraction of P by a distinguished solution of ' P and (2) single out a corresponding subclass of set constraints and devise an e cient algorithm for solving them.
Heintze and Ja ar 26] designed a set-based analysis of logic programs with the least model semantics. They also formulated the general problem of solving set constraints and gave the rst decidability result for the subclass of de nite set constraints which is used in their analysis 25]. They called them de nite for the reason that all satis able constraints in the class have a least solution. Their satis ability problem is DEXPTIMEcomplete 14]. The general problem is NEXPTIMEcomplete 3, 7, 12] .
In this paper, we design a set-based analysis of logic programs that specify reactive systems. We call such programs reactive logic programs. 1 The denotational semantics of a reactive logic program P is de ned by the greatest xpoint of the immediate consequence operator T P associated with P , which at the same time is the greatest model of P . The operational semantics is concurrent (conjunction is parallel composition, and disjunction is non-deterministic choice).
For the analysis, we de ne the subclass of co-de nite set constraints which, when satis able, have a greatest solution. We present an algorithm solving co-de nite set constraints in DEXPTIME. We encode the problem of emptiness of intersection of tree automata; thus, we obtain that this is the second subclass of set constraints whose satis ability problem is DEXPTIME-complete.
The set-based analysis of reactive logic programs is interesting on its own right, as a particular instance of static analysis, type inference or approximation of runtime values, and also in comparision with the existing fundamental studies of set-based analysis of sequential (terminating) logic programs, i.e, with the least-model semantics (see, e.g., 35, 26, 27, 28] ). It has, however, also a concrete motivation.
In this paper, we present the application of set-based analysis (ours, and Heintze and Ja ar's) to the veri cation/falsi cation of reactive in nite-state systems speci ed by logic programs. Two kinds of reactive systems can be speci ed by a logic program. (1) In the rst kind, the states of the system are tuples of] trees. These are represented by the ground queries of the program. Examples of such systems are multi-process] push-down processes, whose automatic veri cation has been extensively studied 9, 11, 45 ], but we can imagine many more expressive formalisms translatable to logic programs. We consider the rst kind in Section 3.
(2) The second kind corresponds to the standard operational semantics given to logic programs (see 33, 29] ). The states of the system are general (i.e., possibly nonground) queries. In the terminology of constraint logic programming, a state consists of concurrent procedure calls and the constraint store. Examples of such systems arise in Section 6 when we use logic programs as abstractions of concurrent constraint (cc) programs.
We verify/falsify temporal logic properties of the two kinds of transition systems (i.e., ground and nonground) speci ed by logic programs. That is, we compute e ective conservative approximations (from above or below) of the sets S of states that satisfy such properties. These sets S are de ned by (possibly nested) applications of CTL operators 15, 20 ] to sets of states.
In our framework, we have that each state set S can be represented through an assertion ?; we write S = states(?).
Given the program P and the set of states S = states(?), we de ne, for example, the set S 0 = EG(S) of states satisfying a certain temporal property by applying the CTL operator EG to S. We compute a set S 00 conservatively approximating the S 0 by set-based analysis. Namely, we infer co-de nite set constraints ' P and ' ? from the program and the assertion, respectively. We then solve their conjunction ' P^'? and set ? 00 to be its greatest solution; i.e., ? 00 = gSol(' P^'? ). Now ? 00 is the assertion that represents the set S 00 of states that approximates the set S 0 of states satisfying the temporal property; i.e., S 00 = states(? 00 ). If ? is a regular set of trees then so is ? 00 (and thus nesting is possible).
The soundness of the abstraction is proven formally via the characterization of the property S 0 = EG(states(?)) through the greatest model of a logic program with oracles, noted P^?. That is, if we form the assertion ? 0 = gm(P^?) then S 0 = states(? 0 ).
Our approach of conservative approximation by setbased analysis is summarized by the equality and the inclusion below (for a given program P ).
EG(states(?)) = states(gm(P^?))
Observ. 1 states(gSol(' P^'? )) Theorem 2 The conservative approximation above holds for both kinds of transition systems (ground and non-ground), and continues to hold if we refer to the reactive system that is de ned by a concurrent constraint program; see Theorem 3. In the non-ground case, we must interpret the set constraints over sets of in nite trees. The equality above does not hold if one takes the greatest model gm(P^?) over the domain of nite trees; see Discussion below. That fact that it does hold (see Corollary 2) relies on a logical characterization of nite failure over in nite trees (see Observation 3) .
A direct application of our method is to the automatic static prediction of an important kind of errors in concurrent constraint (cc) programs. The cc paradigm is a powerful concurrent programming paradigm (for entry points to the vast literature, see 40, 42, 21, 18] ). Several implementations exist; we are interested in particular in contributing to the development of the freely available Oz System 42] . It is evident that any kind of static analysis that can increase con dence in the code, or detect errors, is desirable. A cc program has certainly an error if one can show that every possible fair execution either deadlocks or leads to an inconsistent constraint store. We can express such an error as an inevitability property (\always nally failure or deadlock") and statically (i.e., at compile-time) compute a set S that is a conservative approximation of all states with this dynamic (i.e., at run-time) property. That is, if the initial state s is found to lie in S, then we predict a bug which will certainly happen.
Related work. Analysing logic programs with the least model semantics, Mishra 35] has used a class of set constraints with a non-standard interpretation over non-empty path-closed sets of nite trees, which also have a greatest solution. In that interpretation, f(x; y) f(a; a) f(b; b) has a greatest solution (which assigns both variables x and y the set fa; bg). Heintze and Ja ar 27] have shown that Mishra's analysis is less accurate than theirs in two ways, due to the choice of the greatest solution and due to the choice of the non-standard interpretation, respectively. 2 Our results imply that one can strengthen the consequence \p(x) will never succeed" of Mishra's analysis to \p(x) will always fail" (if p is analyzed to be empty), if one takes non-empty path-closed sets of in nite instead of nite trees. Or, if one considers ground derivations only.
Our direct inspiration for the assertion-based framework for de ning properties of states and for static debugging by computing their conservative approximation stems from the abstract debugging system of Bourdoncle 10] for sequential programs. Our goal was to extend his system to cc programs. Our idea was that assertions are constraints and, hence, live on the same level of abstraction as the cc data structures. We realized that his \intermittent" and \invariant" properties were just special cases in the hierarchy of nested CTL properties which is interesting for concurrent programs.
Various techniques based on abstract interpretation habe been used to analyze cc programs (see, e.g. 21]) but none related to set-based analysis. A rst formal calculus for (partial) correctness of cc programs is developed in 18]. The proof methods there are more powerful than ours but not automatic.
Discussion. The reactive logic program P p(f(x)) $ p(x) illustrates the point of (sets of) in nite vs. nite trees. The execution of the call of p(x) does not fail (in either case). The co-de nite set constraint ' P p f(p) derived from P has the greatest solution assigning p the empty set, when interpreted over sets of nite trees (and the singleton containing the in nite tree f(f(f(: : :))), otherwise). That is, interpreting the derived co-de nite set constraint over sets of nite trees does not admit a conclusion about nite failure of non-ground goals. On the other hand, the greatest model over nite trees characterizes groundnite failure (i.e., of ground derivations); hence, we use the greatest solution of ' P over sets of nite trees when we consider ground derivations.
De nite and co-de nite set constraints are not dual with respect to their syntax. We must exclude constraints of the form f(x; y) f(a; a) f(b; b) which do not have a greatest solution. They are also not dual with respect to the constraint solving problem (as the two complexity characterizations might suggest). Although one can directly dualize the Boolean set operators and also the tree constructors, this is not the case for the projection operator. Also, note that every satis able de nite set constraint is satis able already over the subdomain of path-closed sets. 3 This is not the 3 A set of trees is path-closed i it is recognized by a deterministic top-down tree automaton 24]. The least solution of a de nite set constraint is, of ourse, in general not path-closed. One can easily show, however, that its path-closure (the smallest path-closed superset) is again a solution.
case for co-de nite set constraints. Take, for example, the co-de nite set constraint x f(a; a) f(b; b); a f ?1 (1) (x); b f ?1 (2) 
is satis able in conjunction with a f ?1 (1) (y) but unsatis able in conjunction with b f ?1 (2) (y).
Examples
The rst example applies the approximation of least models of Heintze to Xs, and therefore the singleton fnilg to rev 1 . We obtain from this fact that the call of main( XjY]), or of main with any other argument than the empty list, will certainly not lead to the state s 0 . This shows that the program is erroneous (the second clause does not make sense).
The next example applies our method of approximating greatest models with co-de nite set constraints to test the inevitability of certain error states. A model of the program P is a valuation such that the formula P is valid (in the usual sense of logic). The least model of P , lm(P ), and the greatest model of P , gm(P ), always exist.
Ground transition system T P (de ned by ground derivations of program P ). The logic program P de nes a fair transition system T P = hS; P i whose one-step transition relation P is de ned as usual for ground derivations of logic programs or constraint logic programs 33, 29] , with the fair non-deterministic selection rule. 4 The set S of states consists of the ground queries (including true) plus the state false, S = fk p k (t k ) j 8k p k (t k ) 2 B P g ffalseg:
We require that P (true) = ftrueg and P (false) = ffalseg and thus obtain that P : S ! 2 S is totally de ned.
Assertions ?. We de ne an assertion ? to be a subset of the Herbrand base, ? B P . An assertion ? denes (or is de ned by) a family of predicates ? p ; ? p (x) i p(x) 2 ?. Intuitively, ? p prescribes the possible arguments of each call of the procedure p. Formally, an 4 Conjunction is operationally parallel composition, and disjunction is non-deterministic choice. The non-determinism of the selection rule translates to the non-determinism of the interleaving semantics; the fairness of the selection rule is exactly the fairness of the transition system. assertion de nes the set states(?) of the states that satisfy the assertion ?, namely the set of ground queries
Two assertions play a special role. The empty assertion ? 0 = ; can express the set ftrueg = states(? 0 ). The full assertion is ? 1 The logical and operational interpretation of these formulas is as one expects; one can imagine the atoms ? p (x) as calls of a predicates ? p de ned by oracles. Again, the least model and the greatest model of these formulas exist. We can use these models again as assertions, namely, for de ning the sets of states obtained by the application of the CTL operators EF and EG to sets of states de ned by assertions ?. 5 The two insights that lead to the next observation are: the ground success set is EF(ftrueg), which is EF(states(? 0 )), and the ground nite failure set is AF(ffalseg), which is AF(S ? states(? 1 )). Observation 1 (Expressing CTL properties through logical models) The state s can reach 5 We recall that, given a set S S of states, EF(S) (\exists nally") denotes the set of all states s 2 S from which some state s 0 in S is reachable, i.e., there exists a sequence of states some state satisfying the assertion ? i s satis es the assertion lm(P _ ? with assertions), all conjuncts in s lie in lm(P _ ?), which is: s satis es the assertion lm(P _ ?).
For the second equality, we observe that a state 
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In general, we can only characterize nested applications either of the operators EF and EG, or of AF and AG, through logical models. This is becauses EF and EG \operate on" sets of states de ned by assertions (i.e., the application yields again sets of states de ned by assertions). Similarly, we can nest the CTLoperators AF and AG with each other in that they operate on complements of sets of states de ned by an assertion. For example, the set of states s which can reach in nitely often a state that satis es the assertion ? is EG(EF(states(?))) = states(gm(P^lm(P _ ?))):
Similarly, the set of states s which on every execution path reach in nitely often a state that does not satisfy the assertion ? is AG(AF(S ? states(?))) = S ? states(lm(P _ gm(P^(B P ? ?)))):
Monolithic vs. multi-processor. Using logic programs, we can specify mulit-processor transition systems in the sense that the transition function is dened via the components p k (t k ) of a state. Note that not only the number of possible states for each component is in nite, but the number of possible components in each state in unbounded.
A transition system is monolithic if the transition function is de ned directly on the states. We can model such a system by a program P whose clauses' bodies contain exactly one atom (possibly true). By extension, we then say that P is a monolithic program. Now, states(?) = ? for all assertions ?. This means that the CTL operators operate on subsets of B P ffalseg. We leave open the question whether now one can nest these operators arbitrarily and still have the characterization of the de ned sets through logical models. We do have the logical characterization of the two until-operators of CTL. 6 Observation De nition 2 A co-de nite set constraint is a conjunction of inclusions e l e r between positive set expressions, where the set expressions e l on the left-hand side of are furthermore restricted to contain only 6 We recall that, given two sets S 1 ; S 2 S of states, E(S 1 US 2 ) denotes the set of all states s 2 S from which a state s 0 2 S 2 is reachable in an execution whose intermediate states lie in S 1 .
The meaning of the operator A(S 1 US 2 ) is obtained in the analogous way by referring to all executions starting in s.
variables, constants, unary function symbols and the union operator (that is, no projection, intersection or function symbol of arity greater than one).
We interpret set constraints over 2 T , the domain of sets of trees over the signature . That is, the values of variables are sets of trees, or: a valuation is a mapping : Var ! 2 T . Tree constructors are interpreted as functions over sets of trees: the constant a is interpreted as fag, the function f applied to the sets S 1 ; : : : ; S n yields the set ff(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) j t 1 2 S 1 ; : : : ; t n 2 S n g. The application of the projection operator for a function symbol f and the k-th argument position on a set S of trees is de ned by f ?1 (k) (S) = ft j 9t 1 ; : : : t n : t k = t; f(t 1 ; : : : ; t k ; : : : ; t n ) 2 Sg. The Boolean set operators and are interpreted as usual.
The next remark (which is proven by checking all cases of possible inclusions) implies an important property: if a co-de nite set constraint is satis able, then it has a greatest solution.
Remark 1 The solutions of co-de nite set constraints are closed under arbitrary union.
Deriving co-de nite set constraints. We will next describe the inference of a co-de nite set constraint ' P from a logic program P . We assume that the di erent clauses are renamed apart (if not, we apply -renaming to quanti ed variables). We introduce a fresh variable z t for each subterm t appearing in the formula and then de ne the constraint (t x) for a term t and a variable x inductively on the depth of t.
(y x) = y x (t x) = z t x^z t1 f ?1 (1) (z t )^ (t 1 z t1 )
: : :^z tn f ?1 (n) (z t )^ (t n z tn ) for t = f(t 1 ; : : : ; t n )
We de ne the constraint ' P inferred from P as follows. Theorem 1 (Soundness of Abstraction) The greatest model of the program P is smaller than the greatest solution of ' P , gm(P ) gSol(' P ).
Proof. We rst de ne an abstraction T # P of the T P operator. The T # P operator maps a model to another model 00 = T # P ( ) where, for all p 2 Pred, 00 (p) = ft 2 T j 9 : Var ! 2 T 9i t 2 (t i ); 2 T ; j = V j (t ij x ij )^x ij (p ij )g: In the rst part of the proof, we show that T # P is indeed an abstraction of T p , and, thus, gfp(T P ) gfp(T # P ). Here, we extend valuations over trees to valuations over sets of trees by (x) = f (x)g. In the second part, we show that gfp(T # P ) gSol(' P ). Here, we use Remark 1. For details, see the appendix. 2 5 Conservative approximation A regular assertion ? is a regular subset of B P . That is, the family of sets ? p = ft j p(t) 2 ?g, where p 2 Pred, can be recognized by a tree automaton A ? (with a family of sets of nal states). Or, equivalently, ? is given through the least solution of a de nite set constraint ? ; i.e., (p) = ? p . Or, equivalently, ? is given through the greatest solution of a co-de nite set constraint ' ? . 7 We now use the analysis of Heintze and Ja ar 26], which derives a de nite set constraint P from the logic program P such that the least model of P is smaller than the least solution of P , and the analysis described in Section 4.
Theorem 2 (Conservative approximation) All states s from which a state satisfying the regular assertion ? is reachable, satisfy the regular assertion de ned by the least solution of P^ ? (the conjunction of the de nite set constraints derived from the program P and de ning ?, respectively); i.e., EF(states(?)) states(lSol( P^ ? )):
All states s with an execution whose states satisfy the regular assertion ?, satisfy the regular assertion dened by the greatest solution of ' P^'? (the conjunction of the co-de nite set constraints derived from the progam P and de ning ?, respectively); i.e., EG(states(?)) states(gSol(' P^'? )): We obtain the two inclusions above by duality. The conservative approximation of AF and AG properties is from below: in order to verify (the inevitability) that the state s always reaches a state not satisfying the regular assertion ?, it is su cient to show that s does not satisfy the regular assertion gSol(' P^'? ). Similarly, for verifying (the invariant) that all states on all executions from the state s do not satisfy the regular assertion ?, it is su cient to show that s does not satisfy the regular assertion lSol( P^'? ).
Concurrent constraint programs
We consider \pure" concurrent constraint (cc) programs (see, e.g., 40, 42] ) in a normalized form. We consider here only the case where constraints C are term equations interpreted over in nite trees, as in the cc programming language and system Oz 42] . Therefore, we may use Prolog-like syntax (with terms instead of constraints). We can replace each tell operation (i.e., each constraint conjunct C) by the call of procedures de ned by facts. Thus, we can assume that a procedure p is de ned either by a fact or as the committed choice of several guarded clauses,
A logic program is a special case of a cc program where all guards are x = x.
The cc program P de nes a transition system T P = hS; P i where the set S of states consists of general (possibly non-ground) queries (including true) plus the state false,
The set of states satisfying the assertion ? is now the set of all queries that have at least one ground instance satisfying ? in the old sense,
The operational semantics of P is de ned through a fair transition system T P as for logic programs (again with the non-deterministic fair selection rule), with one important di erence: the i-th guarded clause can be chosen in an application of p(x) only if the guard 9 ?x x = t i is entailed by the current constraint store (for a more precise de nition, see, e.g., 40, 42] ).
Deadlock or clash. We say that an execution sequence deadlocks if it contains a procedure call p(t) that is never applied because none of the guards is ever entailed. We observe the analogy with failure: an execution sequence ( nitely) fails if it contains a procedure call p(t) that is never applied because it does not unify any of the heads of the program clauses. Both, deadlock and failure, are considered a runtime error for cc systems. We want to give a conservative approximation of all states for which such an error is inevitable. We can express the set of all these states through a CTL operator, namely AF(ffalseg) = fs 2 S j every fair execution starting in s deadlocks or failsg if we use the following convention. In every fair execution containing the state s = V k p k (t k ), each atom p k (t k ) will be selected after a nite number of steps. When the atom gets selected in, say, the state s 0 and no clause is applicable (either because no guard is entailed, or because no head uni es), then the only successor state of s 0 is false. 8 We obtain the logic programP abstracting the cc program P by replacing the guard ] with conjunction. It is an abstraction in the following sense.
Remark 2 If the predicate call p(t) nitely fails in the logic programP abstracting the cc program P then it either deadlocks or fails in P . If the predicate call p(t) succeeds in P then it also succeeds inP (i.e., there exists an exection leading to the state true).
Proof. The transition system TP corresponding tõ P contains all transition sequences of the transition system T P of P except for those that deadlock. 2 8 There is a di erence between failure and deadlock: a selected atom that blocks because no guard is entailed would possibly re if it were selected later. The CTL properties that we consider are too weak to notice the di erence. That is, we do not consider, for example, EF(ffalseg). Note that ffalseg = S ? states (? 1 We now consider the transition system of general (possibly non-ground) queries induced by a logic program P (which may be the abstractionP 0 of a cc program P 0 ). The part of Observation 1 about the operators EG and AF is not valid if we interpret the logic program P over nite trees (see Discussion in Section 1). From now on, we interpret P over the domain T 1 of in nite trees (which have possibly in nite branches). The following observation says that then the set of states (general queries) AF(ffalseg) can characterized through the greatest model of P . Since we have not found this observation in the literature, we will give its short proof, which draws from several well-known results. 9 Observation 3 (Characterization of nite failure over in nite trees) Given a logic program P over in nite trees, the call of the predicate p(x) is nitely failed if and only if the value of p in the greatest model of P over the domain T 1 of in nite trees is the empty set; i.e., if P = gm(P ), then p(x) 2 FF (P ) i P (p) = ;.
Proof. The only-if direction is a standard result (the algebraic soundness of nite failure 33, 29] ). For the other direction, let p(x) 6 2 FF (P ). Since P (p) = ft j p(t) 6 2 GFF (P )g, it is su cient to show that there exists an in nite tree t such that p(t) 6 2 GFF (P ) (i.e., p(t) is not in ground nite failure; note that in general, the nite failure of a ground call does not imply its ground nite failure).
There exists an execution starting in the state s = p(x) that does not lead to the fail state. That is, 9 Palmgren 38] has shown that a constraint logic program over a constraint domain with the saturation property is canonical. Equations over in nite trees have the saturation property (which is: an in nite set of constraints is satis able if every of its nite subsets is) 33, 30, 38] . This seems to be su cient, however, to prove our observation only for ground calls p(t) where t 2 T 1 .
Canonicity is not su cient by itself. This is demonstrated by the example program P p(f(x)) $ p(x) which is canonical even over nite trees; its greatest model over nite trees assigns p the empty set, but p(x) 6 Theorem 3 (Conservative approximation for cc programs) If the set constraints P and ' P for a concurrent constraint program P over in nite trees are the ones derived from the logic programP abstracting P , and if they are interpreted over sets of in nite trees, then the statement in Theorem 2 holds also about the conservative approximation of CTL properties wrt. fair executions of P .
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As a special case, we have that S ? gSol(' P ) AF P (ffalseg). This means that the call of p(t) either fails or deadlocks if no ground instance of p(t) lies in the greatest solution of the co-de nite set constraint ' P derived from P . In particular, if the value of p in that solution is the empty set, then this holds for all calls of the predicate p.
Solving co-de nite set constraints
Restricted syntax: constraints '. Given a code nite set constraint, we can transform it into an equivalent one of restricted syntax easily. We eliminate function and union symbols on the left-hand side by using the equivalences f(e) e 0 i e f ?1 (1) (e 0 ) and e 1 e 2 e i e 1 e^e 2 e. We atten the terms on the right-hand side by replacing intersection with conjunction and by introducing a fresh variable for each subexpression occurring on the right-hand side of inclusions. Since we are interested in the greatest solution of the initial constraint, it is enough to write only one inclusion (instead of equality) between the new variable and the expression. For example, we replace the inclusion x f ?1 (1) (y 1 \ y 2 ) by x f ?1 (1) (y)^y y 1^y y 2 .
1. x y^y z ! x z 2. x 1 y; y 2 ' The transformation does not change the complexity measure. The number of new variables is linear in the size of the initial constraint. For the formal treatment, we will use co-de nite set constraints ' in the restricted form given below, and simply call them constraints.
Since we can no longer express the empty set by a \ b, we have added the symbol ?, which is the neutral element wrt. . By convention, the empty union is ? Table 1 to '. In the case of Axioms 3 and 4, the operator adds only the direct consequences that are obtained by applications where the constraint is instantiated to ' (as opposed to: a subpart of '); see also Table 2 . 10 Computing the expressions f ?1 (k) (x; ) in Axioms 3 and 4 is involved; we will discuss this in Section 7.2.
A constraint obtained as the xpoint under the operator of the algorithm is in closed form, and ' C is the 10 Applying the axioms to subparts of a constraint with, say, m conjuncts would amount to applying the axioms 2 m times. All applications to proper subparts are redundant. For example, u v could be inferred from ' u f ?1
(1) (x); x f(v); x a under Axiom 3; it is redundant wrt. the consequence u ? by instantiating with '. Note that conjunction^is idempotent; the conjunct u f ?1 (k) (x) in the axioms is, of course, instantiated to a conjunct of '.
closed form of '. Note that ' C is not closed under all (possibly redundant) consequences under the axioms in Table 1 .
We will next introduce automaton constraints (Section 7.1). These form a subclass of co-de nite set constraints which directly exhibit their greatest solution (Remark 3). We can construct, with each constraint ', an automaton constraint (') (Section 7.1). We use (') for computing the expressions f ?1 (k) (x; ) in Axioms 3 and 4 (Section 7.2). Furthermore, if the constraint ' is in closed form then it has the same greatest solution as (').
Before going into more detail, we summarize the main results of this section.
Theorem 4 The algorithm computes the closed form ' C of the input constraint ' in single exponential time. The constraint ' is unsatis able if and only if ' C contains false; otherwise, the greatest solution of ' is presented by (' C ).
Proof. See Propositions 1, 2 and 3 in the appendix. 2 Theorem 5 The satis ability problem for co-de nite set constraints is DEXPTIME-complete.
Proof. See Propositions 3 and 4 in the appendix. 2 
Automaton constraints
We assume given a set q-Var of variables q; q 0 ; : : : which we want to distinguish from variables x; y; : : : in Var. Later we will take variables q that stand for intersec- Remark 3 The value of a variable q in the greatest solution of an automaton constraint is the language L(A (q)) of the top-down tree automaton A (q) constructed directly from ; in particular, the emptiness of the value of q can be tested in polynomial time.
We give the construction of the automata and the proof of the remark in the appendix since we did not nd it in the literature; it must, however, be folklore (cf. also 5, 37] De nition 4 (lub(x; '), lub(q; ')) The least upper bound of the variable x in the constraint ' is an intersection of terms ,
The least upper bound of an intersection q = x 1 \: : : \ x n is lub(q; ') = T n i=1 lub(x i ; '). If x does not have proper upper bounds in ' then lub(x; ') = >. Also, note that > \ : : : \ > = > and \ > = .
The expression E = lub(q; ') is an intersection of unions of proper terms f( u). We transform such an expression E into a union of terms f( q) over intersections of variables q, hereby using a variant of the disjunctive normal form (the computation of the standard one would here require doubly-exponential time). Given a constraint ', we note \-Var(') the set of all q standing for intersections x 1 \ : : : \ x n of variables x i 2 Var(') occurring in '. We now can give the construction of the automaton constraint (') from the constraint '. De nition 6 ( (')) The automaton constraint corresponding to the constraint ' is (') q 2\-Var(') q F DNF (lub(q; ')):
De nition 5 (FDNF)
We discard from (') all inclusions of the form q >.
Projection
Given a conjunct u f ?1 (k) (x) in the constraint ', and the (unique) expression E x such that x E x lies in ('), we want to express f ?1 (k) (E x ) (the projection f ?1 (k) applied to E x ) as an expression E u such that we can add u E u to '. Assume that E x is of the form E x = f(q 1 ; : : : ; q n ).
Then one can infer u ? if the value of at least one of q 1 ; : : : ; q n is the empty set in the greatest solution of (') (we set E u = ?). This is the case if one of the automata A (') (q i ) constructed from (') recognizes the empty set. This again can be expressed as L(A (') (f(q 1 ; : : : ; q n ))) = ;
where we set L(A (f(q 1 ; : : : ; q n ))) = f(L(A (q 1 )); : : : ; L(A (q n ))). Otherwise (i.e., if the values of q 1 ; : : : ; q n are all nonempty, and condition (2) does not hold), one can infer u q k (we set E u = q k ). In general, E x is of the form E x = S i f i (q i1 ; : : : ; q ini ). Now, assume f(q 1 ; : : : ; q n ) is a member of this union. If condition (2) is satis ed, then this member can be discarded from the union. Otherwise, we add q k to the union which forms E u .
De nition 7 (pre-f ?1 (k) (E; )) The k-th pre-projection of f applied to an expression E = S i f i (q i1 ; : : : ; q ini ) with respect to the automaton constraint , is the union of intersections pre-f ?1
L(A (f i (q i1 ; : : : ; q ini ))) 6 = ;g: We set F DNF (?) = ?.
By applying the pre-projection we obtain expressions E such that the inclusions u E are not yet directly expressible in the restricted syntax of constraints '. We De nition 9 (f ?1 (k) (x; ')) The k-th projection of f 2 applied to the variable x 2 Var wrt. to the constraint ' is an intersection of unions of variables u ij 2
Var,
Given a constraint ', we compute the projections f ?1 (k) (x; ') simultaneously for all variables x such that an inclusion u f ?1 (k) (x) exists in '; see also Table 3 which presents the corresponding subprocedure.
Conclusion
We have presented a system for the set-based analysis of reactive logic programs (with the greatestxpoint semantics). We have de ned the corresponding class of set constraints, and we have given the complexity-theoretic characterization of its constraintsolving problem. We have presented an application of this analysis, and the one by Heintze and Ja ar, to the automatic veri/falsi cation of reactive systems specied by logic programs and by cc programs. We have given a framework for de ning CTL properties which is rich enough to specify sets of states with an unbounded number of concurrent components and which is restricted enough to allow us to characterize the properties through logical models of logic programs with oracles. We can express an important kind of error in cc programs as a CTL property and use our conservative approximation of that property as a su cient condition for predicting the error.
We now need to re ne the abstract xpoint strategy of our algorithm in order to improve its practical e ciency. In succession to the technical report 13] on which part of this paper is based, Devienne, Talbot and Tison 19] have already given a strategy for our algorithm which can achieve an exponential speedup. Unfortunately, as the authors point out, their setup relies on bottom-up tree automata (in bit-vector representation) and thus applies to the case of nite trees only. Our algorithm uses top-down tree automata and accounts for both cases (where, again, the case of in nite trees is the relevant one for analyzing cc programs).
The realization of this framework for the Oz system, and its extension to reactive Oz programs with non-cc features such as cells is part of ongoing work. We have implemented a prototype version (with an incomplete constraint solver); we have used it in experiments which demonstrate its usefulness for nding bugs.
One question arising from this work and the work by Cousot and Cousot in 17] is whether this set-based analysis is an instance of an abstract interpretation, i.e., whether our constraint-solving process is isomorphic to the iteration of an abstraction of the T P xpoint operator.
Kozen has given an equational axiomatization of the algebra of sets of trees in 32]. It would be useful to modify this axiomatization in order to account for the projection operator and thus x the algebraic laws underlying our algorithm.
To our knowledge, this is the rst set-based analysis of reactive programs (with greatest-xpoint semantics). Also (and in relation with this), it seems that for the rst time automata over in nite trees have been used to represent solutions of set constraints. The represented sets of in nite trees appear in the -level in the hierarchy of the xpoint calculus of Niwi nski 37]. The essential di erence between the xpoint expressions on the -level and co-de nite set constraints seems to be the projection operator; for the addition of intersection to the xpoint expressions see 6]. The question arises whether the formalism of set constraints can be extended to have solutions in all levels, i.e., to be able to express all Rabin-recognizable sets. This is related to the addition of xpoint operators in 34] (there, however, not over in nite trees but arbitrary rst-order domains).
A Soundness of Abstraction
We will prove Theorem 1, which says: The greatest model of the program P is smaller than the greatest solution of ' P , gm(P ) gSol(' P ). Proof. We rst de ne an abstraction T # P of the T P operator and then show that gfp(T # P ) gSol(' P ). The T P operator maps a model to another model 0 = T P ( ) where, for all p 2 Pred, 0 (p) = ft 2 T j 9 : Var ! T 9i :
The greatest-model semantics and the greatest-xpoint semantics of a program P coincide; i.e., the greatest model of P is the greatest xpoint of the operator T P , gm(P ) = gfp(T P ). The T # P operator maps a model to another model 00 = T # P ( ) where, for all p 2 Pred, 00 (p) = ft 2 T j 9 : Var ! 2 T 9i : t 2 (t i ); 2 T ; j = V j (t ij x ij )^x ij (p ij )g: Here, we use new variables x ij as placeholders for p ij (for better legibility; otherwise, p ij would appear as a variable on which both, and are applied). The variables x 2 Var now range over sets of trees. We write M; j = F if the formula F is valid under the interpretation with the valuation on the structure (with the domain) M. The formula F above consists of code nite set constraints in conjunction with inclusions between variables and constants (p ij ) (interpreted as the corresponding set).
If 0 = T P ( ) and 00 = T # P ( ), then 0 (p) 00 (p) for all p 2 Pred, which one can see as follows. For every tree valuation satisfying the condition in the set comprehension for 0 , the set valuation de ned by (x) = f (x)g satis es the condition in the set comprehension for 00 . Clearly, (t ij ) (p ij ); we replace the inclusion t ij (p ij ) by the equivalent conjunction t ij = x ij^xij (p ij ), and if satis es the equality t ij = x ij then also the weaker constraint (t ij x ij ). Hence, T # P is indeed an abstraction of T p , and, thus, gfp(T P ) gfp(T # P ). This concludes the rst part of the proof. In the second part, we will show that gfp(T # P ) gSol(' P ). We reformulate the above equation as follows. 00 That is, 0 is a solution of ' P . Hence, 0 is smaller than the greatest solution of ' P . This is true in particular if 0 is chosen as the greatest xpoint of T # P . This concludes the second part of the proof.
B Construction of automata A from automaton constraints
We use Var(E) for the set of variables contained in the expression E, and Terms(') for the sets of all at terms (i.e., without union) occurring in '. We use (') for the set of all function symbols occurring in '; this set is nite. 11 A ( nite non-deterministic top-down tree) automa- De nition 10 (A (q)) The automaton corresponding to the automaton constraint and the variable q 0 2 q-Var( ) is the tuple A (q 0 ) = h ( ); Var( ); ; q 0 i where the alphabet is the set ( ) of function symbols occurring in ; the states are the variables q occurring in ; the set (q; f), i.e., the transition function applied on a state q and a function symbol f, is { the set f q j j f j = fg if q S j f j ( q j ) is a conjunct in (which is then unique), 11 We do not want to assume that the signature is nite. This is important for the use of set constraints in (modular) program analysis: the constructor alphabet is never fully known, or is assumed to be extensible. S j2Ji f ij ( u ij ), the equality (E) = (F DNF (E)) holds for every valuation . Proof. To see that (E) (F DNF (E)), transform E into a disjunctive normal form. Now, using the equality (f( u) \ g( v)) = ; for f 6 = g and the equality (f(u 1 ; : : : ; u n ) \ f(v 1 ; : : : ; v n )) = (f(u 1 \ v 1 ; : : : ; u n \v n )), we can transform the result to an expression such that it is in disjunctive normal form and each disjunct satis es the condition from the de nition of F DNF (E).
To see that (F DNF (E)) (E), take the partial ordering on tuples of intersections de ned by ( T S 1 ; : : : ; T S n ) ( T S 0 1 ; : : : ; T S 0 n ) (which we abbreviate by T S T S 0 ) if S i S 0 i holds for all i = 1; : : : ; n. We observe that, if T S T S 0 , then (f( T S) f( T S 0 )) (f( T S)). Discard from F DNF (E) all disjuncts that are not minimal in this ordering, and call the result F . By the observation above, (F DNF (E)) = (F ). We have to show that (F ) (E). Take any disjunct f( conjunct in '. Since ' implies (' C ), this will show that is the greatest solution of '. The conjuncts of the form x S i f i ( u i ) are trivially satis ed, since F DNF (lub(x; ' C )) is equivalent to an intersection of the expressions S i f i ( u i )). We will show the satisfaction of the constraints The proof for the constraints u f ?1 (k) (x) is similar.
If t 6 2 (f ?1 (k) (x)), then, by the de nition of projection, for all trees t 1 ; : : : ; t n such that t k = t and n is the arity of f, f(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) 6 2 (x). Let F DNF (lub(x; ' C )) = S i f i ( q i ).
Then, for all t 1 ; : : : ; t n as above, f(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) 6 2 ( S fi j f=fi;L(A(fi( qi)))6 =;g f( q i )).
Hence, t 6 2 ( S fi j f=fi;L(A(fi( qi)))6 =;g q i;k ). By Axioms 3,4 and Lemma 2, ' C contains a sequence of constraints equivalent to u S fi j f=fi;L(A(fi( qi)))6 =;g q i;k .
Hence, t 6 2 (u).
The last case are the constraints of the form a x.
Again, if a 6 2 (x) then x is bounded in (' C ) and a does not occur in F DNF (lub(x; ' C )). But then, by Axiom 5 or 6, false2 ' C , which is a contradiction. 2 
D Complexity
Proposition 3 (upper bound) The algorithm in Table 2 computes the closed form ' C of the input constraint ' in single exponential time.
Proof. For an input ' of size n, the number of at terms and variables that occur in ' is bounded by n. Each derived inclusion involves a variable in V(') on the left-hand side and a union of variables and at terms on the right-hand side. All these at terms occur in '. Thus, the number of derived inclusions is bounded by n 2 n . At each iteration of the algorihm, the consequences of all (pairwise combinations of) inclusions under Axioms 1{2 are computed. This amounts to a cost of O((n2 n ) 2 ). Adding consequences of Axioms 3 and 4 is done in exponential time (say, O(2 n c )) by the lemmas below and by the polynomial time complexity of the emptiness test for tree automata (also in the case of B uchi tree automata 44]). There may be at most n2 n iterations. Adding consequences of Axioms 5 and 6 costs at most n2 n , since the number of inclusions a x is bounded by n and number of inclusions with x on the left-hand side is bounded by 2 n . Hence, the whole algorithm runs in time O(((n2 n ) 2 + 2 n c ) n2 n + n2 n ).
Lemma 3 For any intersection q, F DNF (lub(q; ')) can be computed in time exponential in the size of '. Proof. Let E = lub(q; ') and n be the size of '. To compute F DNF (E), we check, for all f 2 (') and all sequences (S 1 ; : : : ; S a(f) ) such that S i V(E) for i = 1; : : : ; a(f), if the condition from the de nition of F DNF is satis ed. The size of V(E) is at most n, so the number of terms f( T S 1 ; : : : ; T S a(f) ) is bounded by j (')j(2 n ) k , where k is the maximal arity of a symbol in ('). Hence, the number of these terms is bounded by 2 n c for some constant c (note that k < n). To check the condition, we have to run through the constraints x S j f j ( u j ) such that x occurs in the intersection q. The number of such constraints is bounded by n2 n . For each such constraint, checking if there exists a j such that f = f j and u j;1 2 S 1 ; : : : ; u j;a(f) 2 S a(f) can be done in time polynomial in the size of the constraint and the sequence (S 1 ; : : : ; S a(f) ) (which is polynomial in n). Therefore, the whole procedure runs in time O(2 n c n2 n poly(n)), which is single exponential. Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of the lemma above.
2
Proposition 4 (lower bound) The problem of the satis ability of the co-de nite set constraints is DEXPTIME-hard.
Proof. The proof follows by the reduction of the problem of the emptiness of the intersection of tree automata 22]. 12 For given n tree automata, let ' 1 ; : : : ; ' n be the constraints bounding the variables X 1 ; : : : ; X n to the languages of the automata. Then, the costraint a f ?1 (1) (f(a; X 1 \ : : : \ X n )) is satis able if and only if the intersection of the languages is nonempty. 2 12 The lower bound requires that the signature contains at least two function symbols, one of them having arity 2.
Since intersection corresponds to conjunction, one can expect the DEXPTIME lower bound for every formalism of set constraints that can express regular sets of trees.
